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Event date: 
 

2012-03-23 

Event location: 
 

Stockholm, Sweden 

Event title: 
 

Fältmätning av värmepumpar Hur hög effektivitet uppnår 
vi i verkligheten ? (Field measurements of heat pumps – 
How high efficiency do we reach in reality?) 

Tape of event:: Seminar                      □ 
Exhibition                   □ 
Workshop                    
Information Meeting  
Conference                  □ 

Promotion (How did you 
invite participants?) 

Mailing                          
Press Releases               
Phone Calls                  □ 
Advertising                   □ 

Number of Participants: 37 
Target group(s): Installers                        

End users                      □ 
Policy makers                

 
 
Abstract of the discussions: (Write a short abstract on the main messages in the event, the 
outcomes of the event) (max. ½ page) 
 
SEPEMO seminar on field measurements of heat pumps in conjunction with the 
Nordbygg trade fair 
Roger Nordman, SP 
 
On Friday 23th of March SP along with SVEP arranged a seminar on field 
measurements of heat pumps. The presentations belonged mostly to the EU-project 
SEPEMO, but also SVEP's CEO Martin Forsen and Jim Fredin from IVT gave 
speeches in which they presented their viewpoints. Martin Forsen began with a talk 
called Field measurements – In the nation's service ". Here he presented insights into 
how policymakers and legislators both in Sweden and Europe discuss the topic of heat 
pumps, and the contribution they can make to achieve the well-known 20-20-20 
targets. Interestingly, the Eurostat / SCB would like to present statistics based on sales 
data or survey studies combined with practical knowledge of SPF obtained from field 
measurements or the nameplate capacity and an equivalent full capacity operating 
hours. Martin also suggested that field measurements are essential to demonstrate the 
benefits that a heat pump can provide, especially when compared to other forms of 
heating. 
Jim Fredin from IVT/Bosch Termotechnik gave a vendor perspective, and showed how 
they use information from measurements to calibrate their own design tool. However, 
he argued, one cannot wait for a field measuring over a year to validate a new product. 
Instead they use known values from previous models and the knowledge of the 
improvements made between old and new models. Jim also showed some interesting 
tricks how to use the measured values to determine a number of key performance 
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indicators and parameters. 
Markus Lindahl has worked specifically with alternative ways of expressing the 
environmental impact of heating in the SEPEMPO project. He presented the 
developed models for estimation of Primary Energy, LCA impact and TEWI 
calculations. With a few examples, he showed how the consequences might be, both 
for heat pumps with different SPF, and compared to other heating methods. Members 
of the public asked how the values for primary energy and specific CO2 emissions for 
electricity were chosen, and Markus responded that the values were taken from the 
standard EN15603. However, other values from other sources, which means that an 
evaluation should include a sensitivity analysis with respect to the values used. Markus 
also suggested that LCA provides the most detailed result, but requires a lot of input, 
which means that TEWI is a good method, provided that one can have reliable figures 
on refrigerant leakage over the life cycle. 
Marcus Olsson presented the results of field measurements carried out within 
SEPEMPO, which included both air-water, geothermal heating and air-air products. 
The reason that these categories were chosen are because they represent the largest 
sales volume in Europe. First Marcus introduced the system boundaries chosen in the 
project, which now increasingly set the standard for many field measurements. Then 
he went on to present the results from some of the Swedish sites in the project. SPF 
values showed in general values of between 2.5 and 3.5 at the boundary representing 
the heat pump system including the back-up system. Worth noting here is that solar 
heat can raise the SPF significantly, especially when it is used to heat domestic hot 
water in summer. Roger Nordman presented the results of air-air, as assessed by a 
method other than the systems that have water heating distribution. A rather long 
discussion followed on how these measurements can be improved, and all comments 
were gratefully accepted for further evaluation. 
Pia Tiljander manages the largest field measurement project ever in Sweden, 20 heat 
pumps. Compared to the German studies of a few hundred pumps this may seem 
small, but when you consider the differences in population, the amount is not so bad. 
When the project is still in start-up Pia explained how the project would be conducted, 
what measurements to be performed and how the selection of objects has happened. 
The items were selected in Borås-Gothenburg area for cost reasons. A number of 
people said it was unfortunate that no brine temperatures and supply flow temperature 
was measured when the source and sink temperatures are important for a full 
understanding. Pia agreed with this, but said that it is not SP that designed the trial. 
However, there is a possibility that this project is extended and expanded, and SP will 
then bring these considerations to the client. 
Roger Nordman ended the day by describing how installers can help to improve site 
performance of heat pumps. This lecture also contained some other reflections on the 
maintenance of the facilities. As regards the qualification of installers a couple of 
systems are in use in Sweden (SVEP and EUCERT), with some overlapping sections. 
In addition, requirements by the F-Gas Regulation are mandatory, and certification of 
installers is handled by INCERTA. Regarding the design of systems to fit into the 
property, it became a really good discussion of what obligations installers have in 
connection with the design of heating systems for a property. If an older couple with 
"saving habit" installing a product, should this be done based on their previous energy 
use, or should it be dimensioned after building "normal" needs, whatever may be 
considered normal use? The discussion that followed showed that there were different 
views, and that the situation might not be so clear. Someone in the audience said, 
however, that the interpretation should be obvious, that installers must be professional 
and design for the building's needs, not according to the habits of those who live there. 
Finally, Roger showed some pictures that show how important it is to understand the 
importance of maintaining their heat pumps, especially to clean the filter on heat 
pumps. He argued that this should be a business for installers through an aftermarket 
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servicing. 
 
The seminar attracted about fifty participants who were both curious and 
knowledgeable, and the debates and issues that resulted from the presentations 
showed a very high level of participants' knowledge. 
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